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Across
3. To speak loud for others to hear 

you

6. Last word of the actor, or action 

then immediately going to the other line 

or another actor

10. Enter the stage

11. to block the audience view of a 

actor/person or object

12. To take away the set on stage 

which is also the costumes and props 

that were being used

14. creating and arranging a dance on 

stage

15. Leave the stage

16. What is the word that means to 

exxagerate unncecessary facial 

expression or physical gestures?

19. How long will the play be_____?

20. A dialogue

21. Anything that is performed on a 

stage

22. Direction to an actor where to go 

before the play begins

23. What is the word that means to 

move to a more prominent position?

24. Where do actors await entrance 

cue or receive guest after the 

performance?

Down
1. A solo speech

2. A person that watches the actors 

practice and incharge of the stage 

during the performance

4. What does it mean to spontaneous 

use of movement and speech to creat a 

character?

5. What is the word that means to 

create the physical aspect of a 

production,scenery, lighting costumes 

and props?

7. What happens in a story

8. main thoyh or iidea or significance 

of the action of a play

9. Children are guided by a leader to 

imagine and enact a wide variety of 

expriences

13. A role that an actor is playing so 

there trying to imitate someone else

17. withdraw to a less obvious position

18. The carefully selected clothis worn 

by the actors


